विषय :- वेक्सर असोसिएशन द्वारा निवृत्त अंकस सर्विसमेन ने विभिन्न वाणिज्य अभाव पाने.

संदर्भ :- उप्योगिता कमिशन 2013-14 के अंतर्गत पत्र No. O/W/2012/ISC7/CAG-18293-18305, Dt.28-02-2013 अन्वय.

पूर्णपर अश्वेत वृक्ष कुष्ठ योगिता करवा विनती करवाए ।

नगद रवाना :-

(१) म.डा. सुषमा/खुलशिवलाई अभिज्ञ सत्यवादी,
सोरास्तु यूनिवर्सिटी, राजकोट.
(२) पी.डा. विभाग, सोरास्तु यूनिवर्सिटी, राजकोट.
(३) श्री.श्य.विभाग.
(४) अशोक/असोक हेल.
(५) डा. अर्थशास्त्री, डीएसपी.से-ट्रॉ, सो.युनि. राजकोट. - यूनिवर्सिटी कुष्ठ गुलाम विनती.
આપણી વિષાણુ:- "વધુ અંદાજે, સાતે નિવૃત્ત EX-SERVICEMAN વિવિધ વાણી આપવા ચાલત.

સંકલ્પ:- રાજસ્થાન વિભાગ તા. ૫/૪/૨૦૧૩ના પાટલ ક્મક્કા: પરિસ્થિતી/૧૨૨૦૧૩/GOI-18/વ.૨.

શ્રીમંત,

ઉપરે વિષાણુ અને સંકલ્પ વધુ નિવૃત્ત પરિસ્થિતી અનુસંધાનને સુધારવા કે અલગ અલગ સાદુભાષ દ્વારા જુઓ નિર્દેશિત EX-SERVICEMAN વધુ અંદાજે તા. ૧/૧૨૧૩મી રજબાત વિશ્વાસ વિભાગ વ્યાર કરીને મંજૂર છે. હજી નક્કિ અંદાજ આ સાથે સામાજિક પ્રમાણની અલગ અલગ કરવા સામે આવનાર છે.

અભિપ્રેય વિષય:-

શ્રીમંત, રાજસ્થાન વિભાગ તા. ૭/માર્ચ/૨૦૧૩

સૌરાષ્ટ્ર યુનિવર્સિટી, રાજકોટ

શ્રીમંત,

સાદુભાષ વિભાગ
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સૌરાષ્ટ્ર યુનિવર્સિટી, રાજકોટ
પ્રતી,
ક્રમણાંકનશ્રી,
શાખાઓ, બલોક No.8, દ્ર. જવારજ મહેતા મેંયન.
અંધીનગર
ક્રમણાંકનશ્રી,

ઉપરણ શિલકા, બલોક No.12, દ્ર. જવારજ મહેતા મેંયન.
 અંધીનગર
ક્રમણાંકનશ્રી,
નાગરિક શિલકા, બલોક No.12, દ્ર. જવારજ મહેતા મેંયન.
 અંધીનગર
નિયમદાયકશ્રી,
પ્રાથમિક શિલકા, બલોક No.12, દ્ર. જવારજ મહેતા મેંયન.
 અંધીનગર

વિજય:- વધુ અંશેલિનશેન, દ્રારા નિદ્રાત EX-સાવિસ્માન વિલધ દાલી આપવાથી આવબે.

શ્રીમાન,

ઉપરણ વિશ્વધ પરાંત ના શ્રી હાર્દિકા નેટર્લ પારા-મિલિટરી ક્લાસ EX-સાવિસ્માન
વધુ અંશેલિનશેનલા તા.8/9/2013ના No.AICPMFWEA/A/CCO-02/CM-2013ની નકલોને માટે આપતા જાણવામાં કું પ્રસ્થત આવબે હોય તયારવાથી શૃંગારી કરવા વિનંતી છે.

અસ્પષ્ટ વિશ્વસન

/ વિનિતા ઉપર મુખાન

(સ્ન.રાજા)
સેક્ટરના ઓફિસર
શિલકા વિલધ.
ALL INDIA CENTRAL PARA - MILITARY FORCES
EX-SERVICEMEN WELFARE ASSOCIATION

(Regn. No. 636/07)
[CHIEF PATRON : JUSTICE V.R. KRISHNA IYER, FORMER JUDGE, SUPREME COURT]

REGISTERED OFFICE
5/40 SANKAR NAGAR, CHINNAKADA, KOLLAM - 691 001, KERALA
Ph : 0474-2764734, Mob : 9867900601, 9865807895, Website : www.aiicpmfewa.org, e-mail : aiicpmfewa@gmail.com / info@aicpmfewa.org / ps_nptc@rediffmail.com

CONSTITUTED FOR THE WELFARE AND REHABILITATION OF EX-SERVICEMEN, WIDOWS / DEPENDENTS AND SERVING PERSONNEL,
OF THE ARMED FORCES OF UNION OF INDIA, UNDER MHA Vz, CRPF, BSF, ITBP, SSB, CISF, ASSAM RIFLES

No. AICPMFEWA/CCO-02/CM-2013 09-01-2013

KIND PERSONAL ATTENTION

SPEED POST

To
Shri. Narendra Modi
Hon'ble Chief Minister
Govt. of Gujarat

Sub: Assignment of new status to retired Central Paramilitary men as “Ex-CAPF Personnel” with consequential benefit of Ex-Servicemen—

Request for extension of benefits from States/UT-Regarding.

Respected Sir,

It is well known to all that our Association stands for the Welfare of entire Ex-Paramilitary men, widows and dependants all over the Country since last 13 years. Because of the concerted efforts of our Association, the Union Home Ministry decided to assign a status to Ex-Paramilitary men so as to enable them to get certain benefits and concessions in the tune of the same being extended to the ‘Ex-Servicemen’ of Defence Forces by State/UT Govts. Accordingly the Union Cabinet meeting held on 1st Nov 2012 approved the proposal of MHA to assign a status as “Ex-CAPF personnel” to retired Central Paramilitary men and issued OM No.22011/100/2012. R&W dated 23.11.2012 with a direction to State/UT Govt. to extend suitable benefits to them in the tune of the benefit extended by the State/UT Governments to the ‘Ex-Servicemen’ of Defence Forces.(Copy enclosed)

2. The CAPF Personnel comprising of Central Reserve Police Force (CRPF), Border Security Force (BSF), Central Industrial Security Force (CISF), Indo-Tibetan Border Police (ITBP) Sahasra Seema Bal (SSB) and have a substantial representation from your State. These Forces are considered as the “First line of Defence in all security Operations and disaster management”. The Statutory
Act and Rules of these Forces declared them as "Armed Forces of the Union of India" duly created under Acts of Parliament. The personnel of these Armed Forces are deployed for prolonged periods in far-flung remote areas of the Country to guard and defend the Nation's International Borders with Pakistan, Bangladesh, Tibet, Nepal, Bhutan, and Myanmar as well as to combat the menace of Naxal violence, terrorism of militants and extremists at the cost of their life and limbs.

3. By virtue of the Status of being 'Ex-Servicemen' the retired Defence Force Personnel are availing of a number of benefits/facilities/reservations/Concessions from State/UT Governments. Ex-Paramilitary men have been deprived of the same for the reason that they were not under the purview of 'Ex-Servicemen'. The Union Govt. now acknowledged the legal Status of CAPF Personnel, and their role in defending the Country, maintaining internal security and the supreme sacrifices made by them and considered to assign "Ex-CAPF Personnel" Status to retired Paramilitary men so as to entitle them to get certain benefits and concessions from State/UT Governments as extended to Ex-Servicemen.

4. In view of the above, we request your personal initiative to extend the facilities, benefits and Concessions to 'Ex-CAPF Personnel' on the line of the same presently being extended to 'Ex-Servicemen'. This will pose as a gesture of sympathy and compassion towards the 'Ex-CAPF Personnel' in the State and certainly boost-up the morale of serving CAPF Personnel of the Country.

A List of Certain benefits/Concessions extended to Ex-Servicemen by the State is enclosed as appendix 'A' for your kind perusal please.

With respectful regards

Enclo: Two

For AICPMFEW Association

yours faithfully

P.S Nair
General Secretary
09387906001

Copy forwarded for favour of information and necessary action to:-

1. Director (Personnel) MHA, North Block New Delhi-110001  
2. Chairman WARB CGO Complex, New Delhi-110003  
3. Secretary WARB CGO Complex, New Delhi-110003  
4. All DgCF CAPF, CGO Complex, New Delhi-110003  
5. All State President/Secretary AICPMFEWA
APPENDIX 'A'

Facilities and Concessions to be extended to Ex-CAPF Personnel (CRPF, BSF, CISF, ITBP & SSB) By State/UT Govts.

1. Educational Concessions/reservation of seats in all Professional Colleges, Law Colleges, Engg Diploma (Poly Technique) TTC, BEd, ITI Course etc. to wards of Ex-CAPF/widows
2. 15 Marks weightage for Plus Two and Degree Courses
3. Merit Scholarship for Bright Students among the Children of Ex-CAPF Personnel widows/Dependents studying from Post metric Class to post-graduation and other Courses.
5. Cash award to SSLC, CBSE and ICSE Top Scores.
7. 10 Present reservations in each of the Group C & D Posts for prematurely retired Ex-CAPF men.
8. 10% of the vacancies reserved for widows and dependant for appointment as female warden, Hospital cleaners and Ayahs.
9. Reservation in Security Post & Home Guards
10. The post of sergeants in various Departments of the States.
11. 10% of the Vacancies to the post of Police Constable Drivers reserved to prematurely retired CAPF men.
13. 10% of Stalls and bunks in corporations/Municipalities / Panchayath- area he reserved for Ex-CAPF men/widows/Dependants for self employment.

Contd... P/2
14. Relaxation in age limit for Ex-CAPF men who prematurely retired for Civil Employment to the Extent of number of years of service plus 5 years.

15. Training Program for self employment

16. Interest subsidy for Bank loans for self employment purpose.

17. Acceptance of Equation of Service Trades with Civil trade.

18. House Tax Exemption to Ex-CAPF men/ Widows/Dependents


21. Excess land assignment to landless Ex CAPF men.

22. Ex-CAPF Rest House

23. Exemption of VAT applicable on purchase of motor vehicle from central Police Canteen (CPC).

24. Marriage grant to one daughter of poor Ex-CAPF men/Widow/dependants.

25. Special medical care for Cancer/ Leprosy Patients of Ex-CAPF men.

26. Reservation of Beds in Govt. Hospitals/Medical Colleges.

27. Financial Assistance to deserving and other families of Ex-CAPF men under medical Scheme.

P.S Nair
General Secretary
09387906001
OFFICE MEMORANDUM

Subject: Designating the retired Central Armed Police Force (CAPF i.e. CRPF, BSF, CISF, ITBP and SSB) personnel as “Ex-Central Armed Police Force personnel (Ex-CAPF personnel).”

There has a demand from various fora that the retired Central Armed Police Force (CAPF) personnel may be given the status of Ex-CAPF personnel. Accordingly, a proposal was sent to the Government for their consideration. Cabinet Committee on Security has approved the proposal of this Ministry to declare retired Central Armed Police Force personnel from Central Reserve Police Force (CRPF), Border Security Force (BSF), Central Industrial Security Force (CISF), Indo-Tibetan Border Police (ITBP) and Sashastra Seema Bal (SSB) as “Ex-Central Armed Police Force personnel” (Ex-CAPF personnel).

2. Based on such designation, the State/UT Governments concerned may extend suitable benefits to them on the lines of the benefits extended by the State/UT Governments to the Ex-Servicemen of Defence Forces.

(Dinesh Mahur)
Director (Personnel)
Ph: 2309 2833

To,
DeG, BSF, CRPF, CISF, ITBP, SSB, NSG and Assam Rifles

Copy to:
2. President Secretariat, Rashtrapati Bhawan, New Delhi.
3. Vice President’s Secretariat, New Delhi.
4. Prime Minister’s Office, South Block, New Delhi.
5. All Ministries/Department of Government of India.
7. Rajya Sabha Secretariat and Lok Sabha Secretariat, New Delhi.
8. The Chief Secretaries/Administrators of all States Government/Union Territory Administrations.
9. Registrar, Supreme Court of India and All High Court.
11. All attached & Subordinate offices, All Division/Sections/Desk of the Ministry of Home Affairs.
12. Guard File (3 copies).